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On extraction of the total photoabsorption cross 
section on the neutron from data on the deuteron

 Motivation:
GRAAL experiment (proton, deuteron)

 neutron [ F15(1680)  resonance ]

 Some theory:
on analysis of Armstrong, 1972
folding (Fermi motion)
nonadditive corrections  (FSI, etc)

 Some results

A.I. L’vov (Lebedev Phys Inst)  & M.I. Levchuk (Inst Phys, Minsk) 
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Motivation

Bartalini et al, Phys. At. Nucl. 71, 75 (2008)
Rudnev et al, Phys. At. Nucl. 73, 1469 (2010)
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Striking feature of these data:  the resonance F15(1680)  
is clearly seen in both the cases, with the proton and the 
neutron.

Other data tell us that F15(1680) is not easily excited off 
the neutron. See Armstrong et al (1972) and PDG.
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Armstrong et al,  Phys Rev D5, 1640 (1972)
Armstrong et al,  Nucl Phys B41, 445 (1972)
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Let suppose the amplitude                         to be of the resonance form

The Hulthen wave function is 

Then, the ratio of the deuteron cross section to the nucleon one in
the resonance position is

where .

One can show that
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Together with the depression of the peak, the broadening the

resonance is expected. The following equality should be valid

One has for the resonance form of σ

where One obtains MeV for MeV

and MeV.
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Fermi-smeared proton 
contribution

Prescription used: 

Shortcomings:
1)  actually assumes that shapes of proton

and neutron cross sections are the same;
2)   inadequate energy bins for neutron;
3)   nonadditive corrections are omitted.
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Fermi   smearing
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We assume that both p(ω) and n(ω) can be approximated as
a sum of a few Breit-Wigner resonances of unknown amplitudes
(however with fixed masses and widths taken from PDG)
plus a smooth background (a sum of a few powers of  W = the total  
energy, with unknown coefficients):

= unknown,                = known

All  Xi are found from a fit to d(ω).  This also gives the wanted 
cross section p+n(ω). 
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The case of d NN:
Interference of diagrams of IA
NN and N FSI interaction

Estimates   of   pn(ω)



An extension (to higher energies) of the model developed for the
(1232) energy region in:

M. L. et al. Phys Rev C74, 014014 (2006)
M. L. Phys Rev C82, 044002 (2010)

(``elementary’’ NN amplitudes plus NN and N FSI).

This approach works well for d pp:

But for d 0pn agreement
is only qualitative:

Reason of this failure is unknown:
in calculations of other authors
there is a similar discrepancy…



For calculations at GRAAL energies, ``elementary’’ amplitudes of
NN, NN and NNNN have been taken from SAID (with a
proper off-shell extrapolation).

Some results for  pn(ω) :
1) Interference contributions to d NN,   IA



2)   d NN:   NN interaction in the final state

3) d NN:   N interaction in the final state is negligible
for GRAAL energies,    pn(E)   1 b.



4) Related contribution of NN FSI  that leads to a bound state
(deuteron):    coherent photoproduction of 0 (found in IA).

5) Also shown coherent contribution due to  double-pion 
photoproduction  d +d  (borrowed from
Fix  and  Arenhoevel, Eur Phys  J  A25, 115 (2005)).

Note that NN FSI effects in d 0pn and d 0d have a tendency to
compensate each other. The same is valid for d +pn and
d +d.



6)  Contribution to  pn(ω)   
from  incoherent double 
pion photoproduction was 
found using results by  Fix 
and Arenhoevel, Eur Phys J  
A25, 115 (2005).



7) Contribution to pn(ω) from  NN FSI  in  dNN

8)  (dpn)  is also part of pn(ω).  It is negligible at GRAAL 
energies.

9)  reactions of -meson production (dpn and dd) give 
also very small contribution to the nonadditive part pn(ω).



Unexpectedly,  these pieces all together give a rather small net 
effect for pn(ω)  at GRAAL energies:

More essential values arise in partial channels (this may be important 
for extraction of neutron cross sections in partial channels). 
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How all this works for the Armstrong data

proton:
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deuteron:
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Mainz and Daresbury data together
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Conclusions

Improved procedure of extracting the total photoabsorption
cross section off the neutron from data on the deuteron is
presented.

It involves a more correct treatment of folding/unfolding
the Fermi smearing of nucleon contributions.

Also nonadditive corrections are evaluated at medium
(preasymptotic) energies where VMD does not yet work.

We hope that the obtained results will be useful for analysis of
GRAAL (and future) results.
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Thank you for your attention


